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Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

The goal of this Special Issues is to critically analyze the
implications of the increased solidification of national
borders that we are currently experiencing worldwide. We
invite submissions on:

The rise of the modern nation-state and the birth of
borders.
The historical connection between nation-building,
contention, and border policing.
The spread of discourses around “border security.”
The military and civilian surveillance of political
borders.
The effect of border discourse on everyday
interactions away from border regions.
Theoretical and methodological innovations to
transcend methodological-nationalism.
Connections between categorical inequality and
immigrant exclusion.
What could be feasible alternatives to the
international system of nation-states?

We aim to produce a high-quality Special Issue with
contributions from scholars with an active research
agenda. Papers should be written in a clear way with
scholars and students in mind as well as a wider audience.
The paper will be peer-reviewed, and there will be no
publication costs for you.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Social Sciences is an international open access peer-
reviewed journal publishing the latest research across all
disciplines of the social sciences including anthropology,
criminology, economics, education, geography, history,
law, linguistics, political science, psychology, social policy,
social work, sociology and related areas. The journal is
especially interested in interdisciplinary research, and aims
to facilitate the interaction and communication between
different social scientific disciplines. The journal welcomes
conventional length articles as well as shorter Research
Notes or short articles, as long as they meet the journal’s
standards of quality and originality.
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Author Benefits

Open Access: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) funded by
institutions through Knowledge Unlatched, resulting in no direct charge to authors.
High visibility: Indexed in Scopus and other databases.
Rapid publication: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and published online approximately
21 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 5.33 days (median
values for papers published in the first six months of 2018).
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